ENGLISH LEARNING JOURNEY
A Christmas Carol
How does Priestley
present a society
restrained by social
class?

Does absolute power
always corrupt
absolutely?

Level 3 Courses
A level English
Language
A level English
Literature

Do I know why writers use
language and structure to
create a specific effect on
the reader?

Can I deliberately
craft my writing to
engage my reader?

Should we still study
Dickens?

Can I adapt my writing to
demonstrate a consistent
awareness of purpose,
audience and format?

Is the idea of social class
still relevant today?

How can I
confidently
communicate with
an audience?

How does Dickens
advocate that Victorian
society needs to change?

How do I smile at a
poem?

How do I make connections
between poetry from
different times?

Can I explore how
writers influence their
reader/audience?

How do poets use
language, structure
and form to present
their ideas?

Year 11

Why did Shakespeare
write Macbeth?

How can I create a
convincing plot or
narrative?

How can I
confidently
communicate with
an audience?

How can I become a
critical reader?

Year 10

Do writers actually
think about their
vocabulary?

How can I
become an
influential
writer?

Shakespeare Live!
What power does the media have
to manipulate our thoughts and
feelings?

How can I write my
own Gothic tale?

How can you
recognise an
Iago?

“Is it sweet and fitting to die for
ones country?”

Have women really been given
freedom in the modern world?

Noughts and Crosses:
Does love conquer all?

Year 9
How could your writing change
conditions during the Industrial
Revolution?

How can I give my ‘voice’ power?

Disturbed Minds: Storyteller or
psychopath?

Who is Death?

Year 8

How can I
emulate the
greatest crime
thrillers?

Who is the real monster?
Caliban or Prospero?

Poetry Slam
How can our writing transport
us to somewhere fantastical?

How can I welcome you to
the WOA family?

What is the key to being
a child in the big world?

Year 7
How does Shakespeare reflect
society’s expected rules?

What can poetry
teach us about the
world?

English
Language

Who are the victims
and villains of
Dickensian society?

English
Literature

Speed Check – Data will be taken to see if
you need a diversion to your journey or
extra support on the road.

